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The nuclear transports are on their way into the Wendland (Germany) yet once more.
The radiating freight is expected to arrive in Gorleben around the 10th November 08.
This is not meant to happen secretely - many creative direct actions
shall accompany it.
Like in the years before we want to erect an anti-nuclear resistance camp in Hitzacker,
close to the railwaylines, the place for the last preperations and information exchange for
new ideas. The protest is not only against the intermediate storage, the myth of a
terminal storage and the bio-distructible uranium mining, but also against the current
balance of power which causes the usage of these technologies, the exploitation and
destruction of our environment. Therefore we want to create a self-organized, authority,
hierachy critical andemancipatory atmosphere within the camp and the actions.
Whether we will succeed depends on the people taking part - let us live together during
our resistance! Stop the nuclear transport with colourful and creative actions and keep
warm in the camp and get some rest. Tasty food and some heatable places to sleep will
make life within the camp pleasant - even when it's rainy and cold. There are even more
places to sleep within the surroundings!
The camp also provides information and workshops.
On Thursday the 6th of November 2008 there will be a camp-aktion-day with treeaction-climbing, tripod (squatting pole tower)building and the possibility for your own
workshop. For the evening we are planning a concert with “Total Konfus”(Punk),
“Pagdalan” and some other bands so that you will have the chance to enjoy good music
and shake a leg just before the transport starts.
As the camp is self-organized it can only live with your help. We need help before the
camp starts and during the camp, we need help organizing direct action, constructing the
infrastructure (reparing bicycles, sewing tents back together, building and maintaining the
office, repairing some carriages.) and whatever you might need! Don't hesitate to ask
what's currently needed - in fact, that'd be really good.
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